
    Space, Movement and the Economy in 
Roman Cities in Italy and Beyond 

 How were space and movement in Roman cities affected by economic life? 
What can the study of Roman urban landscapes tell us about the nature of the 
Roman economy? These are the central questions addressed in this volume. 

 While there exist many studies of Roman urban space and of the Roman 
economy, rarely have the two topics been investigated together in a sustained 
fashion. In this volume, an international team of archaeologists and historians 
focuses explicitly on the economics of space and mobility in Roman Imperial 
cities, in both Italy and the provinces, east and west. Employing many kinds 
of material and written evidence and a wide range of methodologies, the 
contributors cast new light both on well- known and on less- explored sites. 
With their direct focus on the everyday economic uses of urban spaces and 
the movements through them, the contributors offer a fresh and innovative 
perspective on the workings of Roman urban economies and on the debates 
concerning space in the Roman world. 

 This volume will be of interest to archaeologists and historians, both those 
studying the Greco- Roman world and those focusing on urban economic 
space in other periods and places as well as to other scholars studying pre- 
modern urbanism and urban economies. 

  Frank Vermeulen  is a professor of Roman archaeology and archaeological 
methodology at the Department of Archaeology of Ghent University, 
Belgium. 

  Arjan Zuiderhoek  is an associate professor of ancient history at the Depart-
ment of History of Ghent University, Belgium.   
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    Studies in Roman Space and Urbanism   
  Series editor: Ray Laurence, Macquarie University, Australia 

 Over the course of the last two decades, the study of urban space in the 
Roman world has progressed rapidly with new analytical techniques, many 
drawn from other disciplines such as architecture and urban studies, being 
applied in the archaeological and literary study of Roman cities. These 
dynamically interdisciplinary approaches are at the centre of this series. The 
series includes both micro- level analyses of interior spaces and macro- level 
studies of Roman cities (and potentially also wider spatial landscapes out-
side the city walls). The series encourages collaboration and debate between 
specialists from a wide range of study beyond the core disciplines of ancient 
history, archaeology and classics such as art history and architecture, geog-
raphy and landscape studies, and urban studies. Ultimately the series provides 
a forum for scholars to explore new ideas about space in the Roman city. 
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   Urban Space and Urban History in the Roman World   
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 For further information about this series please visit  www.routledge.com/ 
classicalstudies/ series/ SRSU    
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